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‘... any human life would be worth a biography’, writes David Constantine with 

that characteristic, deeply-felt sense of our common condition, in one of his 

books. But David Constantine’s life, which we honour today in my own, 

unclosed biographical words, has not been just any life. David himself has been 

many. He has been, and is, not only a dazzling scholar of German literature, but 

also the prolific translator of other writers into our own language, and the writer 

himself in pristtine English of starkly true yet classically beautiful explorations of 

human experience in every mode of literature. 

 

Those of us who live and work in Durham know that this is a big small town, and 

a big small university, a special place where scholars from the Venerable Bede 

on, even if they never physically left the city, transported the world into Durham 

and the spirit of Durham, translated, back around the world: to mutual benefit. It 

is that word, translation, if any one word can, which both links David 

Constantine with Durham, where as Lecturer in German he adorned the School 

of Modern European Languages for twelve short years, and resolves the three 

lives of David Constantine, as scholar, translator and poet, into a single 

coherent expression. It was, I suppose, as a scholar of the German classical 

poet Hölderlin that David Constantine made his name at Durham, when he 

published his first study of the spirit of place in that writer’s lyrics. Two more big 

Hölderlin books, standard biographies both, in English and in German, were to 

follow at Oxford. Thanks to Constantine we can now grasp Hölderlin, as 

quintessentially the lost poet, the modern writer trapped in an atrocious reality, 

who is called to sing at once the ghosts of a better past – Greece – and the 

angels of a redeeming future – Germany. 

 

But that is far from the whole story. The fascination with those travellers in mind 

and body who, like Hölderlin, sought to translate the miracle of Greek 

humanism to the blasted wilderness of modern Europe has never left David 

Constantine. That is how he came to be one of the first scholars to study 
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Hölderlin’s actual translations from the Greek. If Hölderlin’s mission, for him, 

was interpreting the message of the departed gods into a language humans 

might comprehend, then his own mission has also encompassed translation 

itself: bringing what seemed alien and dead into a home of living English words. 

In this, his second life, David has written memorably of the redemptive ‘shock of 

the foreign’, of how such as our own Milton, Keats and Graves only came to 

know their true self and their true language by fearlessly committing both to the 

deadly yet regenerative wellspring of the foreign tongue. He has warned how, in 

a language where today to English ears the word ‘Europe’ strangely means ‘not 

us’, and in a land where the very legitimacy of foreign language study is 

questioned, (I quote) ‘the assumption that everyone else is just like us, or jolly 

well ought to be, is very stupid and might, if sustained much longer, be fatal’. In 

this mission David Constantine has invested some of his most vigorous 

energies, Englishing not only Hölderlin’s crystalline Graeco-German, but also 

other supreme representatives of that community of poets beyond borders: 

Goethe, Kleist, Henri Michaux, Philippe Jaccottet, Hans Magnus Enzensberger, 

Ingo Schulze; and others; in living translations on every interested student’s 

bookshelf. This, David’s spirit of encounter in translation we cherish to this day 

in our  own School of Modern Languages. 

 

But if we now see Hölderlin with David Constantine as the poet of longing and 

of absence epiphanied in words, that is not least because these are also the 

key registers of Constantine’s own poetic sensibility. ‘All poetry’, one of David’s 

second-favourite poets, the German Romantic Novalis, said, ‘is in the end 

translation’. In the true Durham spirit David Constantine not only crosses 

linguistic, he crosses disciplinary borders too. If he left Durham as a Germanist, 

he has come back to the North East and in particular our own Department of 

English Studies, as one of our most illustrious contemporary poets. From A 

Brightness to Cast Shadows (1980) to Something for the Ghosts (2002), David 

Constantine has written superlative lyrics of sensual plenitude, barren loss, dry 

humour, raw comfort. Need I mention further his shadow drama between that 

supreme stand-in, Lady Hamilton and Joseph Merrick, the man who could not 

be himself? Need I mention his Davies, novel of lowlife redeemed? Need I 

mention his forensically perfect short stories of Germanic inspiration Under the 
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Dam? Need I mention that he has himself been translated, both into French and 

German, that his works are acclaimed in and grace the pages of leading foreign 

journals, that he is so frequently the face of English abroad, no less, for the 

British Council? Need I mention that David Constantine succeeded Ted Hughes 

as editor of Modern Poetry in Translation, or that in all these incarnations – 

scholar, translator, poeta doctus – has been showered with the highest 

honours? 

 

A generation of students graduate and postgraduate, a nation, indeed a world of 

readers, will testify how David Constantine has brought them more fully to 

themselves by introducing them to the Other. Mr Chancellor: it is in this truly 

Dunelmian spirit, as the worthy peer of his fellow learned poets, conquerors of 

Babel and honorary graduates of this university, Dame Antonia Byatt and 

Professor George Steiner, that I present David Constatine for the degree of 

Doctor of Letters honoris causa. 
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